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Coach Mac
“Players win games. Coaches win practices”.
Practices are the time coaches have the biggest opportunity to impact the basketball skills of a player…
Yet I constantly attend practices that are so inefficiently run and that half of training is simply the coach
trying to work out what drill to run next.
All coaches should be spending the majority of their time encouraging and providing feedback to your
players. Not working out what the next drill is going to be.
How do coaches fix this and make practices more efficient? We create a basketball practice plan.
Here are only a couple of many quotes from great coaches that stress the importance of having a plan
to follow at practice…
“I always designed my practice plans the night before and then made tweaks a few hours before
practice began” – Bobby Knight
“I would spend almost as much time planning a practice as conducting it. Everything was planned out
each day” – John Wooden
Knowing how important it is to have a plan every practice, let me show you the structure you should
use to plan each practice.

BFC Practice Structure
At Basketball For Coaches, we break down a typical practice into 5 sections…
1. Dynamic Warm Up/Body Movement
2. Skill Work
3. Team Strategies
4. Scrimmage/Small Sided Games
5. Cool Down
First, let’s discuss each section in more detail and then later on in the article we’ll break down how long
you should be spending on each of the sections.

Dynamic Warm Up/Body Movement
This section of practice is unfortunately quickly dismissed by many youth basketball coaches. They
have their team perform a quick 2 minute dynamic warm up before moving immediately on to other
sections of practice.
When I watch youth basketball games, it becomes quickly apparent that the best players have fantastic
balance, coordination, and change speeds and directions quickly. The ones that struggle are the

players that haven’t learnt how to control their body properly yet.
It’s extremely important that we help players establish an athletic foundation early on. With this
foundation in place, it becomes much easier to learn new basketball skills as they progress.
This section of practice will help your players with much more than their basketball skills. It will help
prevent injuries and will help them in all sports and movements of life, because as we all know, players
shouldn’t be specializing solely in basketball at a young age.
Here are a few examples of body movement and coordination movements you need to incorporate into
your dynamic warm up.
– Jogging
– Sprinting
– Back pedalling
– Sliding
– Change of direction
– Change of pace
– Jumping
– Landing
– Lunging
– Skipping
For more information on the best body movement drills you should be using, a great resource is Alan
Stein’s YouTube channel.

Skill Work
Individual skill work should take up the bulk of practice time at a youth basketball level. The drills
should be fun and interesting while still improving the skill of your players.
This includes drills that teach players how to perform the skill movement correctly, along with drills that
assist them to learn when to use the skill.
Drills that allow the player to learn when to use the skill are commonly skipped over.
Referring to shooting, this is a great quote by Jeff Van Gundy…
Shooting percentage is just as much about decision making as it is about technique – Jeff Van Gundy
This rule goes for all skills, not just shooting. We need to put the players in positions that require
them to make decisions and learn from experience.
Here’s a basic example to explain my view on drills…
cc
A lot of coaches will practice v-cuts to get open on the perimeter. They’ll show the players how to cut in,
the footwork to close off their defender, and then explode out to receive the ball. They’ll even show their
players how to rip the ball through and drive and might even go over the 1 or 2 dribble pull-up jump
shot.
Then the players will get into a real game and, although they know the footwork quite well, can’t seem
to get open.
Why is this? Because they haven’t learnt when to use the move in competition. They haven’t had

enough experience with a defender to learn when to back-cut, when to explode out and receive the
ball, etc.
My point being that we need to include drills that will teach players the technique side, and drills
that will let them gain experience on when to do it in competition.
I recommend to try and split these two types of drills up 50/50.
Dribbling example: 5 minutes of stationary ball handling and then a game of dribble knockout.
Shooting example: 5 minutes of shooting form and then 1 on 1 partner close-outs with the offensive
player deciding whether to shoot the ball or drive.
Passing example: 5 minutes of form passing and then a 10 minute game of 5 vs 4 so that the offensive
team has advantage and will always has a player open.
While I list small-sided games at the end of practice, I still do use them in this section to improve
individual skills while making decisions.
“Perform drills that force your players to think” – Bobby Knight
BFC TIP: At the youth basketball level drills should be no more than 10 minutes long. The
players will start to become disinterested after that time. Keep them short and fun!

Team Strategies
Let me start by saying that ‘team strategies’ is by far the least important component of a youth
basketball practice and in my opinion not necessary for players under the age of 10.
The team strategies section of training includes:
– Offense
– Defense
– Set Plays
– Special Situations
If you decide to use this section of practice with your team, dedicate only a small amount of time to it. I
see too many coaches steal practice time from skill development and spend half of practice helping
athletes memorize where they’re meant to run in a few set plays.
Remember that we want to teach our players how to play basketball, not give them a couple of
spots on the floor they have to run to each possession.
Don’t get me wrong, I’m not opposed to teaching team strategies – I do incorporate it into my youth
basketball practices – I’m just opposed to spending half of your valuable practice time on it. Keep it to
the amount of time recommended in the structure section, subtract time, or even cut it completely.

Scrimmages / Small Sided Games
Scrimmages and small-sided games are very important for every practice.
What’s the point in your players learning how to do a crossover with great technique if they don’t
understand when to use it in a game? The technique side is important, but just as important is allowing
the kids to practice when to use it.
This doesn’t mean letting them loose in a 5 on 5 game every practice though (even if that does have

it’s place). Small sided games can refer to 1 on 1, 2 on 2, 3 on 3, etc.
There are many benefits to using the small-sided games approach with your players including:
– More touches of the ball
– More space to practice moves
– More opportunities to score
– and many more.
All of these benefits result in the players developing quicker and having a lot more fun!
So if you have more than one ring and basketball available, use them and play more than one game.
Another thing I love to do in scrimmages or small-sided games is incorporate rules to work on different
skills.
For example, one of my favorite rules is the ‘no dribble’ rule. It forces kids to read the play and make
cuts to get open. Without this rule you’ll find it’s common for a youth player to take 5 or 6 dribbles with
their head down before throwing a wild hook shot at the ring while 3 of his teammates stand around
wide open.

Cool Down
The cool down section of your training should consist of a couple of minutes of slow jogging and
walking up and down the court and then a few minutes of static stretching.
This allows the body to decrease in temperature and the static stretching aids in flushing out the waste
products (lactic acid), among other things.
I find the stretching part of the cool down a great time to address the players. We might talk about an
upcoming game/tournament or how we felt practice went.

Practice Plan Structure
Now that you understand each section of practice, let’s work out how much time during practice should
be dedicated to each section.
The first thing you’ll need to decide is if you’ll be implementing any team concepts like offenses,
defenses, or set plays. If so, I still recommend only spending the listed amount of time on it.
If not, I recommend adding the extra minutes to skill work.
The following is how I generally divide up the minutes depending on the length of practice time you
have.
60 Minutes
Dynamic Warm Up/Body Movement – 10 minutes
Skill Work – 25 minutes
Team Strategy – 10 minutes
Scrimmage/SSG – 10 minutes
Cool Down – 5 minutes
90 Minutes
Dynamic Warm Up/Body Movement – 15 minutes

Skill Work – 45 minutes
Team Strategy – 10 minutes
Scrimmage/SSG – 15 minutes
Cool Down – 5 minutes
120 Minutes
Dynamic Warm Up/Body Movement – 20 minutes
Skill Work – 60 minutes
Team Strategy – 15 minutes
Scrimmage/SSG – 20 minutes
Cool Down – 5 minutes
By using this structure I believe it combines the technical learning of the skill with the practical
application of the skill. The latter being something I believe is overlooked at practices far too often.

A Final Word on Practice Plans
The biggest thing I want you to take away from this article is that you need a practice plan for each and
every practice.
By using one your practices will be more efficient, your players will improve quicker, and you’ll look like
a far better coach.
I want to hear from you. What do you think is the biggest benefit of planning and writing a
youth basketball practice plan?

